
1,4411., 

Michael Bull 
34 Shand Park 
Axminster 
Devon 
EX13 5NG 
England 

Dear Harold, 
I hope this letter finds you and your wife in good health. I have just 

finished reading ' Never Again and felt I had to write to express my appreciation. Not 
simply of your critique ( if Chats a strong enough word! ) , of the reprehensible and 
propagandist JAMA article, but for the many years of effort and expense you have 
contributed to the exposure of the grand lie it attempts to perpetuate. Although I have had an 
on/off interest in the death of JFK for a long time, its only in the last couple of years that I 
have been seriously studying the facts surrounding the assassination. So as a relative tyro, 
though aware of you as a researcher, I did not before realise quite how important your work 
has been. Never think that its not appreciated, it is, and will continue to be by many people. 

By the way Barb Junkkarinen gave me your address and 
encouraged me to write ( I hope you dont mind ). In fact she told me to tell you she called 
you a ' sweetie ', she said some other stuff which to save your blushes ( or otherwise! ) I 
wont repeat ! In fact having seen a few clips of you in documentaries everything she said of 
you fitted in pretty well with the impression I had already formed. I know its not very 
scientific ( or scholarly! ), but I consider myself a good judge of character with a strong feel 
for the honesty or truthfulness of what people have to say. My thoughts about what really 
happened on and around that fateful day in Dallas are strongly influenced by the impression I 
get of the witnesses and law enforcement officials etc. So film and tv interviews, especially 
those made on the day or shortly 'thereafter are very important I feel. 

If you have any advice for me on further study, it would be 
greatly appreciated. On that subject Barb said you have copies of all your books and may still 
be able to supply them direct. I already have ' Whitewash ' on order, but would far rather get 
the rest of your work from you if possible. 

Best wishes, 
yours fa ithfully, 

C 4,)2, GJA 


